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Abstract

Distant and weak supervision allow to obtain large amounts
of labeled training data quickly and cheaply, but these auto-
matic annotations tend to contain a high amount of errors. A
popular technique to overcome the negative effects of these
noisy labels is noise modelling where the underlying noise
process is modelled. In this work, we study the quality of
these estimated noise models from the theoretical side by
deriving the expected error of the noise model. Apart from
evaluating the theoretical results on commonly used synthetic
noise, we also publish NoisyNER, a new noisy label dataset
from the NLP domain that was obtained through a realistic
distant supervision technique. It provides seven sets of labels
with differing noise patterns to evaluate different noise lev-
els on the same instances. Parallel, clean labels are available
making it possible to study scenarios where a small amount
of gold-standard data can be leveraged. Our theoretical results
and the corresponding experiments give insights into the fac-
tors that influence the noise model estimation like the noise
distribution and the sampling technique.

Introduction
One of the factors in the success of deep neural networks
is the availability of large, labeled datasets. Where such
labeled data is not available, distant and weak supervi-
sion have become popular. Related but different to semi-
supervised learning, in distant supervision, the unlabeled
data is automatically annotated by a separate process us-
ing e.g. rules and heuristics created by expert (Ratner et al.
2016) or exploiting the context of images (Mahajan et al.
2018). For tasks like information extraction from text (Mintz
et al. 2009), this has become one of the dominant techniques
to overcome the lack of labeled data.

While distant supervision allows generating labels in a
cheap and fast way, these labels tend to contain more er-
rors than gold standard ones and training with this additional
data might even deteriorate the performance of a classifier
(see e.g. Fang and Cohn (2016)). Effectively leveraging this
noisily-labeled data for machine learning algorithms has,
therefore, become a very active field of research. One of the
major approaches is the explicit modeling of the noise. This
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Figure 1: Visualization of the general noise model architec-
ture. The base model works directly on the clean data and
predicts the clean label y. For noisily-labeled data, a noise
model is added after the base model’s predictions.

general concept is task-independent and can be added to ex-
isting deep learning architectures. It is visualized in Figure 1.
The base model is the model that was originally developed
for a specific classification task. It is directly used during
testing and when dealing with other clean data. When work-
ing with noisily-labeled data during training, a noise model
is added after the base model’s output. The noise model is an
estimate of the underlying noise process. The training pro-
cess of the base model can benefit from it as the noise model
can be seen as changing the distribution of the labels from
the clean to the noisy. This will be properly defined below.

Many works on noise modeling assume that no manually
annotated, clean data is available. The recent trend in few-
shot learning and specific works like (Lauscher et al. 2020;
Hedderich et al. 2020a) have shown, however, that it is both
realistic and beneficial to assume a small amount of manu-
ally labeled instances. This motivates us to study in this work
scenarios where a small amount of clean, gold-standard data,
as well as a large amount of noisily labeled data, are avail-
able.

In this paper, we focus on the quality of the noise model.
The better such a model is estimated, the better it can model
the relationship between clean and noisy labels. We are in-
terested in the factors on which the quality of the noise
model depends. We show, both theoretically and empirically,
the influence of the clean data and the noise properties. We
also propose to adapt the sampling technique to obtain more
accurate estimates. Apart from helping to improve the un-
derstanding of these noise models in general, we hope that
the insights can also be useful guidance for practitioners.

In the noisy labels literature, theoretical insights are often
evaluated only on simulated noise processes, e.g. on MNIST
with added single-label-flip noise (Reed et al. 2015; Bekker
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and Goldberger 2016; Goldberger and Ben-Reuven 2016;
Patrini et al. 2017; Han et al. 2018). This synthetic noise has
the advantage that it can be controlled completely and al-
lows to rigorously and continuously evaluate aspects like the
noise level. However, certain assumptions about the noise
have to be taken. And these are usually the same assump-
tions that are chosen for the noise model itself. It might,
therefore, not be too surprising that such a model is suited
for such a noise. Recently, efforts have been taken to also
evaluate on more realistic scenarios, mostly in the vision do-
main, e.g. the Clothing1M dataset by Xiao et al. (2015). We
want to add to this by making available a noisy label dataset
from the natural language processing (NLP) domain based
on an existing named entity recognition (NER) corpus. It
provides parallel clean and noisy labels for the full data
allowing to evaluate different scenarios of resource avail-
ability of both clean and noisy data. This new dataset also
contains properties that can make learning with noisy labels
more challenging such as skewed label distributions and a
noise level higher than the true label probability in some set-
tings. In contrast to existing work, we provide seven differ-
ent sets of noisy labels, each obtained by a realistic noise
process via different heuristics in the distant supervision.
This makes it possible to experiment with different noise
levels for the same instances. The dataset along with the
code for the experiments is made publicly available.1 A ver-
sion with extended appendix is available online.2

Our key contributions:
• A derivation of the expected error of the noise model esti-

mated from pairs of clean and noisy labels with empirical
verification of the derived results on both simulated and
realistic noisy labels.

• A set of experiments analyzing how the noise model esti-
mation influences the test performance of the base model.

• NoisyNER, an NLP dataset with noisy labels obtained
through non-synthetic, realistic distant supervision that
also provides different levels of noise and parallel clean
labels.

Background
We are given a dataset D consisting of instances (x, ŷ)
where ŷ is a noisy label that can differ from the unknown,
clean/true label y. Both clean and noisy label have one of
k possible label values/classes. We assume that the change
from the clean to the noisy label was performed by a proba-
bilistic noise process described as p(ŷ = j|y = i). This de-
scribes the probability of a true label y being changed from
value i to the noisy label ŷ with label value j. With probabil-
ity p(ŷ = j|y = j) the label value is kept unchanged. This is
a common approach to describe noisy label settings. Under
this process, a uniform noise (Larsen et al. 1998) with noise
level ε is obtained with

puni(ŷ = j|y = i) =

{
1− ε, for i = j
ε

k−1 , for i 6= j , (1)

1https://github.com/uds-lsv/noise-estimation
2https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.09763

(a) uniform (b) single-flip (c) multi-flip

Figure 2: Different noise processes visualized as noise matri-
ces M : uniform noise (ε = 0.5), single-flip noise (ε = 0.3)
and multi-flip noise (ε = 0.4).

and a single label-flip noise (Reed et al. 2015) via

pflip(ŷ = j|y = i) =

{
1− ε, for i = j
ε, for one i 6= j
0, else

. (2)

In this work, we will use the more general form that just
requires that a noise process can be described with a valid
noise transition probability p(ŷ = j|y = i) (Bekker and
Goldberger 2016), i.e.

k∑
j=1

p(ŷ = j|y = i) = 1 and p(ŷ = j|y = i) ≥ 0 ∀i, j. (3)

This allows to model more complex noise processes where a
true label can be confused with multiple other labels at dif-
ferent noise rates/probabilities. We call this multi-flip noise.
This definition generalizes to multi-class classification what
in the binary case Natarajan et al. (2013) and Scott, Blan-
chard, and Handy (2013) describe as class-conditional and
asymmetric noise. It is called Markov label corruption by
van Rooyen and Williamson (2017).

The noise process can also be described as a matrix M ∈
Rk×k where

Mi,j = p(ŷ = j|y = i) . (4)

The matrix M is called confusion or noise transition matrix.
See Figure 2 for example matrices with uniform, single-flip
and a more complex multi-flip noise.

For a multi-class classification setting, this noise process
results in the following relation:

p(ŷ = j|x) =
k∑
i=1

p(ŷ = j|y = i)p(y = i|x) . (5)

This is used to adapt the predictions from the clean label
distribution p(y = i|x) (learned by the base model) to the
noisy label distribution p(ŷ = j|x) for the noisily labeled
data via the noise process or model p(ŷ = j|y = i).

Several ways have been proposed to estimate the noise
model when only noisy data is available. This includes the
use of expert insight (Mnih and Hinton 2012), EM-algorithm
(Bekker and Goldberger 2016; Paul et al. 2019; Chen et al.
2019a), backpropagation with regularizers (Sukhbaatar et al.
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2015; Luo et al. 2017) and the estimates of a pretrained neu-
ral network (Goldberger and Ben-Reuven 2016; Patrini et al.
2017; Dgani, Greenspan, and Goldberger 2018; Wang et al.
2019). For settings where a small portion of clean data can
be used, noise model estimation methods have been pro-
posed by Xiao et al. (2015); Fang and Cohn (2016); Hed-
derich and Klakow (2018); Hendrycks et al. (2018); Lange,
Hedderich, and Klakow (2019) and Hedderich et al. (2020a).

Out of the different, similar approaches to estimate a noise
model given a small amount of clean labels, we will fol-
low the specific definitions of Hedderich and Klakow (2018)
which are based on (Goldberger and Ben-Reuven 2016) and
also used in (Lange, Hedderich, and Klakow 2019). The au-
thors assume that a small dataset DC with clean labels ex-
ists, i.e. (x, y) ∈ DC is known. The size of this clean dataset
is much smaller than that of the noisy dataset D. They then
relabel the instances in DC with the same mechanism that
was used for D (e.g. distant supervision) to obtain ŷ. This
results in a set SNC of pairs (y, ŷ) with |SNC | = |DC |. The
noise matrix M is then estimated as M̃ using the transitions
from y to ŷ (or equivalently the confusion between y and ŷ):

M̃ij =
mij

ni
=

∑
(y,ŷ)∈SNC

1{y=i,ŷ=j}∑
(y,ŷ)∈SNC

1{y=i}
, (6)

wheremij is the number of times that the label was observed
to change from i to j due to the noise process and ni is
the number of instances in DC with label y = i. M̃ is the
estimated model of the noise process. This noise model is
then integrated into the training process using Equation 4
and 5 and as visualized in Figure 1.

Expected Error of the Noise Model
The noise model obtained in Equation 6 is an approximation
of the underlying true noise process estimated on a small
number of instances DC . In this section, we derive a for-
mula for the expected error of the estimated noise model M̃ .
This gives us insights into the factors that influence the noise
model’s quality as well as their effect.

Assumptions In the following proofs, we assume that M
describes a noise process following Equations 3 and 4. M̃ij

is estimated using Equation 6.
We study two sampling techniques on how to obtain the

set of clean and noisy label pairs |SNC |. Commonly, a fixed
number of unlabeled instances n is obtained and then manu-
ally annotated with gold labels. The value of ni then follows
the distribution of classes in the data. We call this Variable
Sampling as the value of ni varies.

In contrast to that, for Fixed Sampling, for each label
value i, we sample ni instances with y = i. This could
be conducted e.g. by asking annotators to provide a spe-
cific number of labeled instances per class. In this case, ni
is fixed. For readability, we write E for E∼SNC

and analo-
gously for Var and Cov. We assume that the instances are
sampled independently.

As quality metric for evaluating the noise model, we use
squared error which is in this matrix case the square of the
Frobenius norm

SE = ||M − M̃ ||2F =
k∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

(Mij − M̃ij)
2 . (7)

Theorem 1
The expected squared error of the noise model is

E[SE] =
k∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

Var[M̃ij ] .

Sketch of the proof: We show that M̃ is an unbiased es-
timator, i.e. E[M̃ij ] = Mij . From that, Theorem 1 can be
followed. For space reasons, the full proofs are given in the
Appendix.

Theorem 2a Assuming Variable Sampling, it holds

Var[M̃ij ] = Mij(1 − Mij)
n∑

ni=1
P (ni)

1
ni

where P (ni) is

the probability of sampling ni instances with label y = i
from the data.

Theorem 2b Assuming Fixed Sampling, it holds
Var[M̃ij ] =

Mij(1−Mij)
ni

.
Sketch of the proof: The proofs for both variants of the

theorem work on the main insight that given ni, the value of
mij follows a multinomial distribution defined by Mij .

Combining Theorem 1 and 2, we obtain a closed-form
solution for the expected error of the estimated noise model
for both Fixed and Variable Sampling. From this, we can see
that
• the error changes with the amount of sampled instances

by factor 1
ni

.

• the error depends on the noise distribution as well as the
level of noise Mij . In the single-flip scenario, it reaches
its maximum when the noise is as dominant as the true
label value.

• Fixed Sampling obtains lower error than Variable Sam-
pling in most cases.

These results are visualized and experimentally verified be-
low.

Data with Synthetic Noise
Experiments with synthetic or simulated noise allow fine-
grained control of the noise level and type of noise. An ex-
isting dataset is taken and the labels are assumed to be all
correct and clean. Then, to obtain a noisy label dataset, for
each instance, the label is flipped according to the noise pro-
cess. Reed et al. (2015) and Goldberger and Ben-Reuven
(2016) use the MNIST dataset (LeCun et al. 1998) and apply
single-flip noise (Equation 2) to obtain the noisy labels. We
follow their approach and label-flip pattern. Additionally, we
also generate noisy labels with uniform noise (Equation 1)
and a more complex, multi-flip noise where one label can be
changed into one of several incorrect labels (Equation in the
Appendix). All three noise types are visualized in Figure 2.
We see the multi-flip noise as the most realistic of these syn-
thetic noises, as it resembles most the two realistic datasets
presented in the next section.
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Figure 3: Noise matrix for Clothing1M computed over all
pairs of clean and noisy labels.

Data with Realistic Noise
While evaluating on synthetically generated noise is popular
and allows for an easy evaluation in a controlled environ-
ment, it is limited by the assumptions on the noise. Certain
assumptions are taken when building a model of the noise
and the same assumptions are used to generate the noisy la-
bels.

In real-world scenarios, some of these assumptions might
not apply. Inspecting realistic noise matrices (Figures 3 and
4), it is already quite obvious that these do not resemble the
popular uniform or single-flip noise. We think it is therefore
important to also evaluate on more realistic data that does
not rely on the noise being simulated. Nevertheless, having
parallel clean and noisy labels for the same instances is very
useful as it allows e.g. to compute the upper bounds of train-
ing on clean data compared to training with noisy labels. In
this specific work, it is required to obtain an approximation
of the true noise pattern and to flexibly vary the number of
clean labels. The Clothing1M dataset by Xiao et al. (2015)
and our newly proposed NoisyNER dataset offer these pos-
sibilities.

Clothing1M
The Clothing1M dataset is part of a classification task to la-
bel clothing items present in an image. The noisy labels were
obtained through a distant supervision process that used the
text context of the images appearing on a shopping website.
For 37k images, both clean and noisy labels are available.
The percentage of correct labels in the noisy data is 38%
and a visualization of the noise is given in Figure 3. One can
see that the noise distributes neither uniformly nor is there
a single label flip. Rather a label tends to be confused with
several other related labels, e.g. a ”Jacket” with a ”Hoodie”
and a ”Downcoat”.

NoisyNER
In this work, we propose another noisy label dataset. It is
from the text classification domain with word-level labels

Figure 4: Noise matrices for NoisyNER (label sets 1, 3, 4
and 7) computed over all pairs of clean and noisy labels.

for named entity recognition (NER). The labels are persons,
locations and organizations. The language is Estonian, a typ-
ical low-resource language with a demand for natural lan-
guage processing techniques. The text and the clean labels
were collected by Laur (2013) through expert annotations
(Tkachenko, Petmanson, and Laur 2013). The noisy labels
are obtained through a distant supervision/automatic anno-
tation approach. Using a knowledge base for the distant su-
pervision was first introduced by Mintz et al. (2009) and
is still commonly used, e.g. by Lison et al. (2020). In our
case, lists of named entities were extracted from Wikidata
and matched against the words in the text via the ANEA
tool (Hedderich, Lange, and Klakow 2021). If a word/string
appears in a list of entities, it is labeled as the correspond-
ing entity. This allows to quickly annotate large text corpora
without manually labeling each word. However, these labels
are not error-free. Reasons include non-complete lists of en-
tities, grammatical complexities of Estonian that do not al-
low simple string matching or entity lists in conflict with
each other (e.g. ”Tartu” is both the name of an Estonian city
and a person name). Heuristic functions allow to leverage in-
sights from experts efficiently (Ratner et al. 2020) and they
can also be applied to correct some of these error sources,
e.g. by normalizing (lemmatizing) the grammatical form of
a word or by excluding certain high false-positive words.
Details are given in the Appendix.

In contrast to Clothing1M, we provide seven sets of labels
that differ in the noise process and therefore in the amount
of noise and the noise pattern. Four of these are visualized
in Figure 4 with the rest in the Appendix. Table 1 lists an
overview of the percentage of correct labels. The different
labels are obtained by using varying amounts of heuristics
during the automatic annotation process. This reflects differ-
ent levels of manual effort that one might be able to spend on
the creation of distantly supervised data. Having these mul-
tiple sets of labels for the same instances allows to directly
evaluate for different noise levels while excluding side ef-
fects that differing features might have.
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LABEL SET 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

PRECISION 67 73 37 75 48 53 59
RECALL 18 27 31 27 41 41 49

F1 28 39 34 40 44 46 54

Table 1: Percentages of correct labels in the NoisyNER
dataset for the seven different label sets. For each subse-
quent label set, more manual effort in the labeling heuris-
tics was invested. As the label distribution is highly skewed,
precision, recall and F1 score are reported. Following the
standard approach for named entity recognition (Tjong
Kim Sang and De Meulder 2003), the micro-average is com-
puted excluding the non-entity label.

We want to highlight several properties of the dataset:

• Clean labels are available for all instances. This allows
studying different splits of clean and noisy labels as well
as computing upper bounds of performance on only clean
data.

• The distribution of the labels is skewed. Out of the ca.
217k instances, ca. 8k are persons, 6k are locations and
6k are organizations. All other instances are labeled as
non-entity O. Such a skewed label distribution is typical
for a named entity recognition dataset.

• In past works, experiments are often only performed until
the probability of a noisy class reaches the probability of
the true class, i.e. it is assumed that p(ŷ = j|y = i) <
p(ŷ = i|y = i) ∀j 6= i. This assumption does not hold for
several of our label sets which can make learning on the
data more challenging.

• While not studied in this work, the labels in the dataset
also contain sequential dependencies. A clean or noisy
label can span over several words/instances, e.g. for the
mention of a person with a first and last name. These se-
quential dependencies could be leveraged in future work.

Analysis of the Noise Model Error
In this section, the theoretically expected squared error be-
tween the noise model estimate and the true noise matrix is
compared to the empirically measured one. We vary the two
parameters found in Theorem 2: the amount of sampled data
ni/n and the amount of noise Mij . For Clothing1M only the
data size can be varied while for NoisyNER the variation
of the sample size can be compared across different noise
levels and noise distributions.

Experimental Setup
From the full dataset, a small subset DC and correspond-
ing SNC is sampled uniformly at random either using the
Fixed or Variable Sampling approach. The noise model M̃
is estimated on this sample and compared to the true noise
process M . The process is repeated 500 times and the aver-
age empirical squared error is reported as well as its standard
deviation on the error bars.

For the synthetic noisy labels, the true noise process is
known by construction. For the realistic datasets, the true
noise process is unknown. Instead, the noise matrix M is
computed over the whole data as an approximation. For the
distribution P (y), that is part of the Variable Sampling for-
mula, we assume a uniform distribution for MNIST and
a multinomial distribution for Clothing1M and NoisyNER
with the parameters of the distribution estimated over the
whole dataset. In praxis, one might also rely on expert
knowledge for this distribution (e.g. from Augenstein, Der-
czynski, and Bontcheva (2017) for NER).

Results & Analysis
On the synthetic data (Figure 5), the theoretically expected
error of the noise model follows closely the empirical mea-
surements. This holds across different noise types, sample
sizes and noise levels. Only for a very small set of clean la-
bels in combination with a high noise level, there is a slight
deviation.

As stated above, we can see the influence of the sample
size and noise process. The error changes with the amount
of sampled instances by factor 1

ni
and it depends on the noise

distribution as well as the level of noise Mij . For the evalu-
ated scenarios, due to the additional dependency on the clean
label distribution P (y), the Variable Sampling technique has
a higher expected error than the Fixed Sampling approach,
especially for settings with large noise. From the empirical
experiments, one can see that the variance of the noise model
error mostly depends on the sample size.

The theoretical and experimental results also match on the
realistic noisily labeled datasets Clothing1M and NoisyNER
(Figure 6). Again, only for the very low sample size, one
can observe a deviation. It is interesting to note that for
NoisyNER the estimation error of the noise model is higher
for the data with overall lower noise level (measured in F1
score in Table 1). This is due to how the noise distribu-
tion changes in the realistic setting. The difference between
Fixed Sampling and Variable Sampling is most noticeable
for NoisyNER increasing the error by a factor of around 3
(cf. plots in the Appendix). This suggests that in practice, es-
pecially for such skewed distributions, a sampling technique
is beneficial which focuses on each label separately.

Analysing the Base Model Performance
In the previous sections, we studied the factors on which
the quality of the noise model’s estimate depends. The noise
model is part of a larger classifier and it is combined with the
actual base model that performs the task-specific classifica-
tion (cf. Figure 1). In this section, we evaluate in different
experiments the base model on clean test data and analyze
the effects of the noise modelling and the noise model esti-
mation on the base model and its task performance.

As in the experimental setup detailed in the previous sec-
tion, a clean subset DC of the data is sampled and the noise
model estimated on it. The base model is then trained di-
rectly on the clean data DC . The noise model is added to
the base model for training on the noisy dataset D (cf. Fig-
ure 1). For evaluation, a test set is held-out from the data.
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Figure 5: Comparison between the theoretically expected
mean error (circle marker) and the empirically measured
mean error (cross) of the noise model on the MNIST dataset
with multi-flip noise and with Variable Sampling. The x-axis
varies the noise level. Plots with all noise types, for Fixed
Sampling and for sample size on the x-axis are given in the
Appendix.

(a) Clothing1M

(b) NoisyNER

Figure 6: Comparison between the theoretically expected
mean error (circle marker) and the empirically measured
mean error (cross) of the noise model with Fixed Sampling.
The x-axis varies the sample size. Variable Sampling and the
remaining label sets can be found in the Appendix.

Figure 7: Mean test performance (F1 score) of the base
model on NoisyNER label set 1 on clean and noisy data with
and without noise handling. Using Fixed Sampling. Further
plots in the Appendix.

We follow the training procedure of Hedderich and Klakow
(2018) and the training details are given in the Appendix.
Due to the longer runtimes, the experiments are repeated 50
times for Clothing1M and NoisyNER. The error bars show
the empirical standard deviation.

Effect of Noise Handling
Figure 7 shows the test performance of the base model for
increasing size of DC . It compares training the base model
directly on the clean and the noisy label data to handling the
noisy labels via a noise model. The latter improves the re-
sults in most cases. This confirms past findings that noise
handling is an important technique to leverage distantly su-
pervised training data. Comparing the different noise levels
on NoisyNER, one can see that larger noise levels also re-
sult in larger improvements via noise handling. Only in a
few cases with a very small amount of clean training sam-
ples does noise handling deteriorate the results, possibly due
to a bad estimation of the noise model (see Appendix).

Relationship between Noise Estimation and Base
Model Performance
There are several factors on which the base model’s perfor-
mance depends. These could include the amount of clean
and noisy training data, the noise distribution and the quality
of the estimated noise model. Here, we show experimentally
on Clothing1M and NoisyNER that the noise model esti-
mation error directly influences the performance of the base
model.

In Figure 8, the expected noise model error is plotted
against the test performance of the base model for Fixed
Sampling. They show a clear negative correlation. The influ-
ence of the noise distribution is visible in the different slopes
in the plots for the different noisy label sets of NoisyNER.
For all settings, the Pearson Correlation between the mean
test performance and the expected noise model error is at
least −0.96.
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Figure 8: Relationship between the theoretically expected
noise model error and the test performance (Accuracy/F1
score) of the base model for Clothing1M and NoisyNER (la-
bel set 1, 4 and 7) with Fixed Sampling. Each point corre-
sponds to one sample size ni (cf. Figure 7). Additional plots
in the Appendix.

Increasing the number of clean labels is not only bene-
ficial to the estimation of the noise model but also to the
base model itself. To remove this effect, the experiment is
repeated with a fixed amount of training instances for the
base model (ni = 50 for NoisyNER and ni = 25 for Cloth-
ing1M) and a varying amount of clean labels for the noise
model estimation (plots in the Appendix). The same linear
relationship can be seen. The Pearson Correlation is again at
least −0.96 for all settings.

Effect of Sampling during Estimation
Above, we saw both from the theoretical analysis as well as
in the experiments that Variable versus Fixed Sampling has a
strong influence on the noise model estimation error. Figure
9 shows that this effect also transfers to the performance of
the base model on the test set. Fixed Sampling consistently
outperforms Variable Sampling on the average performance
across different noise levels. It also reduces the variance of
the reached test performance, another important issue mod-
els trained on noisy labels suffer from. The same holds again
when a fixed amount of training instances for the base model
is used to remove the effect of just having more clean data.

As far as we are aware, Variable Sampling is more com-
mon in the literature, suggesting that Fixed Sampling could
be a useful and model-independent way to improve noise
handling.

Other Related Work
Apart from the publications mentioned in the previous sec-
tions, we want to highlight the following related work. The
survey by Frenay and Verleysen (2014) gives a comprehen-
sive overview of the literature on learning with noisily la-
beled data. More recently, Algan and Ulusoy (2019) and
Hedderich et al. (2020b) surveyed deep learning techniques
for noisy labels in the image classification domain and the
NLP domain respectively.

Other aspects of learning with noisy labels have been
studied from a theoretical viewpoint. For the binary classi-
fication setting, Liu and Tao (2016a) prove an upper bound
for the noise rate. Natarajan et al. (2013) and Patrini et al.
(2016) derive upper bounds on the risk when learning in a
similar noise scenario. Assuming a known and correct noise
model, van Rooyen and Williamson (2017) derive upper and
lower bounds on learning with noisy labeled data. The exis-
tence of anchor points is an important assumption for several
recent works on estimating a noise matrix, i.a. (Liu and Tao
2016b; Patrini et al. 2017; Xia et al. 2019). Yao et al. (2020)
propose to learn an intermediate class to reduce the estima-
tion error of the noise matrix. Chen et al. (2019b) propose
a formula to calculate the test accuracy assuming, however,
that the test set is noisy as well.

On the empirical side, Veit et al. (2017) model the rela-
tionship p(y|ŷ), i.e. the opposite of the noise models in this
work. They also use pairs of clean and corresponding noisy
labels. Rahimi, Li, and Cohn (2019) include the concept of
noise transition matrices in a Bayesian framework to model
several sources of noisy supervision. In their few-shot eval-
uation, they also leverage pairs of clean and noisy labels.
Ortego et al. (2019) study the behaviour of the loss for dif-
ferent noise types. Some recent works have taken instance-
dependent (instead of only label-dependent) noise into con-
sideration both from a theoretic and an empiric viewpoint
(Luo et al. 2017; Menon, van Rooyen, and Natarajan 2018;
Cannings, Fan, and Samworth 2018; Cheng et al. 2020; Xia
et al. 2020). Luo et al. (2017) successfully modeled instance-
dependent noise for an information extraction task, mak-
ing instance-dependence an interesting future work for the
NoisyNER dataset.

In the image classification domain, further noisy label
datasets exist. The distantly supervised WebVision (Li et al.
2017) was obtained by searching for images on Google
and Flickr where the labels (and related words) are used as
search keywords. It contains 2.4 million images but it lacks
clean labels for the training data. The Food101N dataset
(Lee et al. 2018) was created similarly, focusing, like Cloth-
ing1M, on a specific image domain. The authors provide
ca. 300k images, ca. 50k of which have additional, human-
annotated labels. The noise rate is lower with around 20%.
The older Tiny Images dataset (Torralba, Fergus, and Free-
man 2008) consists of 80 million images at a very low res-
olution with 3526 training images having clean labels. Re-
cently, Jiang et al. (2020) proposed artificially adding dif-
ferent amounts of incorrectly labeled images to existing
datasets for evaluation. For the task of text sentiment anal-
ysis, Wang et al. (2019) proposed a dataset that obtained
sentence level labels by exploiting document level ratings.
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(a) NoisyNER - label set 1 (b) NoisyNER - label set 4 (c) NoisyNER - label set 7

Figure 9: Comparing Variable and Fixed Sampling by mean test performance (F1 score) of the base model on NoisyNER label
set 1, 4 and 7. The two approaches were given the same amount of clean data with ni = n/k for Fixed Sampling. Further plots
in the Appendix.

Clean sentence level labels exist for two of their studied text
domains.

Conclusion
In this work, we analyzed the factors that influence the esti-
mation of the noise model in noisy label modelling for dis-
tant supervision. We derived the expected error of a noise
model estimated from pairs of clean and noisy labels high-
lighting factors like noise distribution and sampling tech-
nique. Extensive experiments on synthetic and realistic noise
showed that it matches the empirical error. We also analyzed
how the noise model estimation affects the test performance
of the base model. Our experiments show the strong influ-
ence of the noise model estimation and how theoretical in-
sights on e.g. the sampling technique can be used to improve
the task performance. A major contribution of this work is
our newly created NoisyNER dataset, a named entity recog-
nition dataset consisting of seven sets of labels with differ-
ing noise levels and patterns. It allows a simple and extensive
evaluation of noisy label approaches in a realistic setting and
for different levels of resource availability. With its interest-
ing properties, we hope that it is useful for the community
to develop noise-handling methods that are applicable to real
scenarios.
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